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REFLECTION STATEMENT 

The power of theatre resides in “a human being able to share with another the sense 
of what it is to truly be human” (Oscar Wilde). Through engaging in the portfolio of 
Theatre Criticism, I was able to develop a close resonance with Wilde’s words. 

The portfolio of Theatre Critical Reviews was a lengthy process which equipped 
me with an in-depth understanding of the elements that create the backbone of a 
successful professional production. Throughout the year I viewed four different 
theatrical performances to create an eight-hundred-word criticism of each production. 
Before the restrictions of COVID-19 when sadly all theatres closed, I was fortunate 
enough to witness live performances of Cosi and Packer and Sons at the Sydney Theatre 
Company and Belvoir, respectively. These productions instantly changed my outlook 
on theatre and the cathartic experiences that come with it. My insights into our rich 
Australian culture was enjoyably enhanced through each director’s skilful craft of 
utilising costume, set design and lighting to create an authentic atmosphere. This made 
for a very enjoyable process of unpacking and criticising all elements of the productions. 

As the year progressed and, so too, the restrictions around the world, I diverted my focus 
to watching my last two productions online. Unfortunately, this took away from the 
abreactive experience that results from theatre. However, it enabled me to realise that 

“all the world’s a stage” (O’Casey) through being able to access the National Theatre of 
London’s immersive, Frankenstein starring Benedict Cumberbatch, and Sydney Theatre 
Company’s abstract production, Away. Writing reviews on these plays was challenging 
as I viewed them through a screen, however, with Ms Louise Arnott’s assistance and 
my growing love for theatre, I was able to craft some insightful reviews. Ms Arnott’s 
view on the process of “making it as engaging as a performance,” influenced my way 
of writing substantially, in that I had to alter my vocabulary to sustain sophistication 
whilst expressing flair and excitement, almost like an author writing a book you never 
want to put down.

Overall, the process of writing these reviews, though frustrating at times, was an 
extremely fulfilling and rewarding process, and hopefully these reviews can develop a 
love for theatre in the readers as much as it did for me.
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Dangers of The Male Ego 
A Discovery of Dissonances  
Frankenstein, Nick Dear | National Theatre of London

Ringing. From the opening, the bells invite the death-red lights to flood the theatre, 
foreshadowing the events to come. Blinding flashes of light ricochet seamlessly with 
an overwhelming heartbeat. The audience, anxious as ‘The Creature’ emerges. Slow, 
broken movements thump holes in our patience as The Creature, played by Johnny 
Lee Miller, inquisitively explores each corner of the stage.  A hunger for information 
engulfs the audience as the journey into the depths of human life begins. Director 
Danny Boyle and playwright Nick Dear work effectively in poetic cohesion to create the 
parallel between a belligerent yet curious monster on his journey through humanity. 

Aligning with Boyle’s intentions, Dear successfully adapts the mystical dynamics of 
Mary Shelley’s atheist dystopian story of the 17th century. Boyle purposefully creates 
the creature-centric journey of a man who starts with nothing and must learn from 
his surroundings. This is a message that resonates with a modern audience living 
through a struggle for success. Miller’s disjointed movements and inaudible dialogue 
as The Creature creates the broken mood prevalent in Act I. A brokenness soon to 
be fixed through science. The Creature continuously learns more about himself and 
so too does the audience learn about their own fragmented characteristics. Boyle’s 
intention to “recognize the sensation of childhood” through The Creature has Miller 
playing in the grass centre stage in Act I. A wonderful touch, as nature is destroyed 
by selfish developments within the industrial revolution, which “we still suffer from 
today” (Boyle). 

Shelley’s novel adapts well to the magic of theatre which has been brought to life by 
the talented cast. Through indoctrinating The Creature with humanistic values, Karl 
Johnson playing De Lacy, the blind teacher, touches the hearts of the audience. The 
Creature speaks his first words, “P-A-R-A-D-I-S-E”, an astonishing achievement. A 
breakthrough of development, inspired through science and De Lacey’s nature 
enriched home. 

Bruno Poet’s unique lighting design of the roof of electricity allows for the sophistication 
of the creative team to shine. Throughout the play, blinding sparks flash from the 
ceiling, aligning with Boyle’s vision to have lights flash at each momentous stage of 
The Creature’s journey to signify each significant development. Miller impeccably 
captivates the audience’s emotions and is able to manipulate them at any moment 
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during the performance with screams of “Satan’s the one I sympathise with, as I was 
cast out, though I did no wrong.” 

Mark Tildesley’s set design and Suttirat Anne Larlarb’s costuming go hand in hand in 
creating a 17th century authenticity. The audience is drawn back in time as the revolving 
set inspires a transformative visual. Larlarb’s costume design of the rugged working 
class De Lacy family beautifully contrasts with the wealth of the Frankensteins’. The 
detailed set delivers a powerful message on the materialistic values in 1818, taking the 
audience back in time to the origins of industrial developments.

Boyle’s casting of Benedict Cumberbatch and Johnny Lee Miller as Victor Frankenstein 
and The Creature challenges the duplicity of the actors. A high risk that reaps high 
reward. Cumberbatch as Dr. Frankenstein expresses utter conviction of a manic 
scientist whilst Miller enhances the phenomenon of Frankenstein through his 
outspoken body language. The creative team and actors seem to effortlessly mold to 
the dynamic of the story as they combine the industrial, scientific and romantic to 
create the spark that is Frankenstein. Dr. Frankenstein’s controlling nature over The 
Creature creates thick tension as he directs his quest of science through a terrible 
storm that rips up his personal life. His path to conquer natural reproduction through 
treacherous science leaves an emotionless wake throughout the audience.

Ed Clark on sound design in conjunction with the sound score of Underworld creates a 
genuinely authentic atmosphere of mystery and growth. In Act I, the cog-filled steam 
train and the chants, “Give me what I paid for now,” is made redundant without the 
powerful undertone of factory music. The Creature inherits these selfishly destructive 
attitudes of the industrial revolution as he too mimics these draining chants of 
the ensemble at centre stage. These dark tones of sound impose disappointment 
throughout the theatre as the audience begins to question, will The Creature conform 
or rather object to these hedonistic values of selfishness?

The use of emotional dialogue from playwright Dear creates fear in the hearts of 
the audience. Upon realising the power of love, The Creature asks, “All I ask is the 
possibility to love,” evoking empathy and compassion as he approaches the audience 
with open arms. The Creature continually brings tears to our eyes like a newborn child 
speaking its first words. So many questions arise as he ponders, “Can I die?” Moving 
around centre stage precariously, Miller gets drawn to a heavenly white light shining 
through with thundering music. It cuts. The heartbeat continues. The journey forever 
lives on. Under the guise of a fragmented ego. 
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Pressures of a Packer  
Packer and Sons, Tommy Murphy | Belvoir St Theatre

At the peak of the 1980s, chaotic riches rain down on the Packer empire. Our journey 
into the prestigious Packer family begins as strobes of white encircle a large noble horse, 
foreshadowing the tumultuous events to come. The attempt to grasp an understanding 
of the ‘Packer success’ continues with indoctrinated faces from seat to seat. From the 
outset, the prestige of the Packer name is established, setting the scene for a timeline 
of endless struggle and pursuit for more. Playwright Tommy Murphy’s all male cast 
enables an engaging and scrappy fight for wealth. Eamon Flack’s directorial vision to 
assert the standards of the Packers is brought through the creative insights into the 
progression of wealth from the 1950s through to the present-day saga that litters our 
daily tabloids. 

The friction-filled functionality of the alpha-male businessman provides fodder for 
Murphy’s drive to write the play, related to his “own queer outrage about the extremes 
of Australian masculinity”. The Packer family is the best vehicle to deliver the 
confronting, misogynistic Australian culture. Murphy specifically casts John Howard 
as Sir Frank and old Kerry to portray the image of authority through his masculine 
build, whilst James McConville plays young Kerry and James Packer to maintain the 
recognisable face as one who struggles under the fatherly oppression.

Packer opens with Kerry’s infamous Warwick heart attack in 2001. Under the cover 
of directionless white light, the play shifts back to the 1950s where the chronological 
progression of the Packer story begins. Romanie Harper’s utilisation of costume and 
set design seamlessly progresses through the lives of the metaphorical monarchy. 
This elegance is particularly astonishing as we watch young James transform into the 
older version of himself. He is handed a telephone under the spotlight, symbolising his 
endeavour with telecommunications company One.Tel, a failed attempt to emulate 
the success of Channel 9 and Women’s Weekly. Another effortless transformation leaves 
the audience in awe as young Kerry emerges from the frosted glass as old Kerry. Two 
different actors, creatively unified through unfathomably brilliant direction from Flack. 
Old fashioned furniture subtly develops to more modernised and prestigious furniture 
as the timeline progresses in front of the audience. Flack’s directorial choices of set 
and character transitions take place in plain sight to the audience yet still maintain an 
enigmatic creativity. A touch of brilliance from the director. 

Flack intentionally births creative moments which influence the emotions of the 
audience at will. The actor-audience engagement fantastically develops to feelings of 
compassion towards James Packer, as we witness the mental struggle through his fight 
for authority over the telecommunications company. Nick Schlieper’s lighting assists in 
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creating the tense mood and frictional relationship between Kerry and James. Kerry’s 
crippling presence as he lies helpless, awaiting his surgery, is given a fierce power as the 
intense spotlight focuses on him at centre stage. Kerry’s wit and misogynistic nature 
shines through strongest in front of James in his declaration requesting, “Only girls 
in short skirts please”. As the light draws closer to Kerry our disgust and sympathy 
for James is heightened. Harper enhances this through altering the costume of James 
from a clean suit, to one that becomes unrecognisable in the standards that a Packer 
should uphold. Rips and tears in James’ suit symbolises his broken spirit leaving the 
audience with nothing else but to hope for the recovery of his crumbling manhood. 

The Packers’ raw power and greed is cleverly highlighted with the invasion of the 
proxemics of personal space. The stage draws out from the corners of the audience 
and provides a sense of support as the Packers collapse. Brandon McClelland as Clyde 
reveals his rebellious nature, inspiring a unified resentment towards Kerry (as if there 
wasn’t already enough). We are empowered when he says, “Now I’m walking.” The 
audience is ready to walk out with Clyde as he strikes against his father’s sharp abuse. 
The atmosphere flows cohesively with the severity of each scene on stage as John 
Howard verbally attacks young Kerry with his iconic powerhouse booming vocals – a 
trait which translates to the older Kerry, proving the significant influence of fatherly 
behaviours.

Pondering on what it takes to achieve success within the high stakes of the business 
world, questions arise on how to achieve this as James’s mental struggle unveils. Alpha 
males collide as they try to swipe emotions, stifle their humanity and take from others 
to achieve success. For James, it becomes too much. When Kerry confronts him after 
his emotional breakdown, he delivers, “I wasn’t crying,” shocking the audience as 
Kerry’s face resembles nothing but disappointment. “Get out of my head.” James cries 
for a helping hand yet each audience member sits frozen, confronted by chaotic flashes 
of white and horrifying helicopter noises. One.Tel had failed, he is isolated. The pursuit 
of power is no more. Mythology meets reality, James is broken. 

Corrupted Façades of Comfort 
Away, Michael Gow | Sydney Theatre Company 

Dim white lights precariously blanket the emotionless stage. A mix of frantic opera and 
creative references to Shakespeare accompany the audience on the chaotic journey 
through the holidays of three families written into the landmark Australian play, Away. 

The high-school production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream in the opening scene is 
enticing as the purging and transformative aspects of Away are exposed. In an interview 
with STC’s Artistic Director, Kip Williams, Michael Gow states his inspiration was 
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birthed from “his camping holidays and the pain of children dying before their parents 
as my friend passed away when I was 16.” 

Director Mathew Lutton effectively casts the play to make comments on the façades 
people construct in times of turmoil. This is seen through the manic wife Carol 
played by Natasha Herbert when she states, “His smile, is it better for him to die like 
that?” Herbert effectively injects confronting pathos into her role of exposing Gow’s 
message of the “fraying tempers and false display people put on.” The constant shield 
of emotion is depressingly confronted by Meg’s mother Gwen, played by Heather 
Mitchell. Throughout the play Mitchell symbolises the damages associated with the 
pursuit for a ‘good life’. Lines such as “Where do they live, they don’t deserve privileges,” 
leave the audience questioning whether immoral behaviours like these consist in their 
own lives.

The fantastical story speaks a distressing truth as the audience feels like they are being 
judged by the protagonist Tom, played by Liam Nunan. During moments of emotional 
corruption like when Tom’s father Harry, played by Wadih Dona, says, “We won’t have 
him for long,” Nunan stands at back left stage with a bleak, emotionless posture. As 
observers to this discomfort, the audience is challenged with either putting on a mask 
for Tom or showing their true emotions, building a forceful tension felt throughout 
the theatre. This directorial choice by Lutton is extremely powerful in representing 
the hardships involved in fronting up to reality. The production comes to life from 
moments like these, and the entertaining nature of theatre flips to a confronting 
didactic performance.

A range of Lutton’s selections unfortunately detract from the unfathomable authenticity 
of Away. ‘Disco’ like transitions between acts choreographed by Stephanie Lake often 
became awkward and did not match the style of the production, with the exception 
of the transition into Act IV, the storm. This transition was effective. Elegant dancing 
proceeds, yet this time the lights aren’t colourful. Possessed with gloomy grey colours, 
an eerie atmosphere fills the theatre. Paul Jackson’s powerful lighting design of dark 
dull colours contrasts beautifully with bright innocent lights, successfully building on 
the metaphorical storm of sadness. Dominant lighting forcefully enters the space with 
flashes of white accompanied with heavy rain falling from the roof.

Away is framed by meta-theatrical elements of Shakespeare’s plays. The powerful ideas 
of the transformative and the tragic birth the terrifying Storm of Act III, contrasted by 
the developing attitudes in Act IV and V. After the storm, the innocent school student, 
Leonie, played by Naomi Rukavina, recites a line from King Lear’s speech, “Hand to our 
younger strengths, while we unburdened, crawl towards our death.” A powerful shift 
from the destructive attitudes displayed earlier by Tom, when he explodes after being 
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chastised on his socio-economic appearance. Emotionally contrasting moments like 
these showcase the differing attitudes found within Australian homes during the 
late 1960s, teleporting theatre back in time. Meg cleverly touches on the changing 
attitudes towards marriage after a turbulent familial altercation, and doubtfully asks 
her father about the negative desires grown from marriage, attacking the emotions of 
the audience.

Dale Ferguson’s experience as a set designer allows the set to evoke the tensions 
brought to life by the actors. Off-balance wooden beams, a flipped chair and a bland 
wardrobe are quite simple yet they subtly display the complexities of the emotions 
explored in Away. The wardrobe is used as an intriguing motif for a divided society that 
aims for unitary classes. As each family packs their bags, the number and quality of the 
suitcases increase, commenting on the divided society within Australia.  

The stage rises on an innocent white space, swept clean from the past emotional 
debris, bringing life to the characters. Harry states, “We don’t look back and we 
don’t look forwards. We have this boy today and we may not have him tomorrow,” 
leaving the audience stunned as this moving line of dialogue fills the theatre with a 
thick tension. Slow movements of the characters build on the anticipation as Tom’s 
unmentioned fate moves closer to a reality. The white backdrop inspires a celebration 
of achievements, diversity and friendship. Yet the truthful faces of the characters 
allude to Tom’s sadness that is about to reveal itself, removing their masks, showing 
their emotions and forcing the audience to remove their façades.

Dissolved Through Opera 
Modernising Mozart’s Cosí Fan Tutte 
Cosi, Louis Nowra | Sydney Theatre Company 

Dense fog falls lightly from the peeling, rusted walls and the soft light lulls the audience 
into calming nature as the subconscious mayhem of STC’s Cosi begins to unfold. 
Niklas Pajanti’s background in lighting designs for opera, comedy and dance fits 
perfectly with Sara Goodes’ vision for Cosi. The dull lights create an eerie atmosphere 
that invites the audience into the dysfunctional psychiatric hospital.

Sarah Goodes’ directorial vision is to reiterate the cliché of therapy through theatre. 
A colloquialism made unique by the whole production team. So therapeutic that the 
celebration of individuality rips apart emotional and political limitations to come 
together and tackle the unknown.

Inspired from his previous direction of Inner Voices, Louis Nowra’s Cosi creates an 
enticingly manic story line. Nowra’s iconic Australian play reflects the Australian 
stereotypes of the 1970s through each character’s backstory. The strong anti-Vietnam 
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War motif throughout Cosi is heavily enforced by Gabriel Francourt as activist Nick 
shouts, “1, 2, 3, 4, we don’t want your fuckin’ war.” The student director Lewis and his 
girlfriend Lucy, played by Sean Keenean and Esther Hannoford, fittingly represent the 

“young Australians [that] are fed up” with the immense conflict that translates to the 
hospital – a conflict which falls apart through creating the phenomenon of Mozart’s 
Cosi Fan Tutte.

Goodes’ direction reflects her inspiring and successful journey to bring her fifteenth 
play to Australia’s mainstage. Beautiful realism completes the play’s comedy. 
Collectively the audience is immersed into each character’s unique yet unbridled past. 
Drawn deeper and deeper into emotional upheaval, the audience is confronted with 
fast-paced turmoil and discomforting truths. Katherine Tonkin’s reflection on patient 
Ruth’s housewife past of “being tied up and used for sex,” is enhanced by each tiny little 
step her fragile body takes towards the cover of darkness on stage. This captivating 
scene follows with all seven patients emotionally talking about their backgrounds. At 
times this is repetitious, however we are touched as the chance to sympathise and 
reflect on the journey behind each character openly presents itself.

Nowra cleverly demonstrates how history showcases the frictions birthed from 
diversity. Cosi is a beautiful representation of how society has to put aside their 
beliefs to achieve the greater good. During the frenzied conflict that builds between 
the characters, our central character Roy, played by legendary Robert Menzies, takes 
centre stage to inform them of the importance of teamwork in order to create “the 
world he wanted Cosi Fan Tutte to capture.” What follows is a solicitude that pours 
into the theatre, filling the audience’s hearts with the desire to see the show go on. 

Dale Ferguson’s bleak burnt set aligns seamlessly with Goodes’ vision. Clashing 
political viewpoints are poetically portrayed through the cracks in the ceiling, much 
like the cracks reflected in Australian society during the 70s. As the stage is flooded 
with nationalistic and conservative memorabilia on one side – an Australian navy flag, 
army figurines and medals – collections of flower paintings and creative drawings 
symbolising the liberated women of Australia, both sexually and domestically, inhabit 
the opposing side. Struggling to make ends meet, it becomes clear to both the 
characters and the audience that differences must be waived in order to achieve the 
spectacle that is opera.  

As the story of hardships and difference closes, the stage folds up like a noble prince. 
The innocent white backdrop appears through the cover of Chris Williams’ triumphant 
music inspiring a collective feeling of success. However, not before Glen Hazeldine as 
Henry the nationalist, frantically paces around whilst our brooding Ruth stressfully 
draws out her steps in her mind, can the audience enjoy this wonderful showcase 
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of meta-theatre. It is then that the success over differences, conflict, and mental 
struggle shines through. Shining to a performance that is filled with song, dance 
and the mastery of opera! Pace is lifted to a level beyond control and our characters 
victoriously celebrate. 

The extremely diverse costumes accurately represent the colour and chaos of 1970s 
Australia, pieced together exquisitely by Jonathan Oxlade. Nick, the arrogant and 
self-loving activist is given a power status as his clean jeans, bushy moustache and 
fluffy jacket contrast against the mangled clothes of the psychiatric patients. Lewis’s 
eagerness to impress his cheating girlfriend Lucy, is represented through an innocent 
and clean tucked collared shirt with flared jeans – a well-recognised image of the first-
day 1970s teachers.

Ultimately, Nowra’s Cosi was appropriated splendidly to reflect on Australian society 
through a more modern zeitgeist, much like the theatrical performances that came to 
life during the 60s and 70s. Nowra’s own anecdotal experience throughout this time 
of Australian history allows for a seamless integration of comedy blended with the 
political debate surrounding the Vietnam War. As a result, the reflection on how far 
society has come in fifty years shines through a mental fight and a political struggle, 
all of which is dissolved through opera.




